Differentiation between diverticulitis and colorectal cancer: quantitative CT perfusion measurements versus morphologic criteria--initial experience.
To determine whether computed tomographic (CT) perfusion measurements in prospectively recruited patients can be used to differentiate between diverticulitis and colorectal cancer and to compare this discrimination with that of standard morphologic criteria. After institutional review board approval and written informed consent were obtained, 60 patients (24 men, 36 women; mean age, 69 years; range, 33.5-90.4 years; 20 patients with cancer, 20 with diverticulitis, and 20 with inactive diverticular disease) underwent CT perfusion imaging at the level of the colonic abnormality, and perfusion parameters were calculated. Analysis of variance was used to investigate any differences in perfusion between the patient groups. Two independent observers also analyzed an abdominopelvic CT study obtained immediately after the CT perfusion study and noted standard morphologic criteria for differential diagnosis. The sensitivity and specificity of CT perfusion measurements for determining the diagnostic category were compared with morphologic criteria by means of multivariate analysis to identify the most discriminatory criteria. Mean blood volume, blood flow, transit time, and permeability were significantly different between patients with cancer and those with diverticulitis (P < .0001); patients with cancer had the highest blood volume, blood flow, and permeability and the shortest transit time. The most discriminatory criteria for determining diagnostic category were blood volume, transit time, permeability, and presence of pericolonic nodes (P = .05, .02, .04, and .02, respectively). Blood volume and blood flow each had a sensitivity of 80% and had specificity of 70% and 75%, respectively, for cancer in comparison with standard morphologic criteria: less than 5 cm of bowel involvement (45% sensitivity, 95% specificity), presence of a mass (85% sensitivity, 90% specificity), pericolonic inflammation (75% sensitivity, 5% specificity), and pericolonic nodes (90% sensitivity, 45% specificity). CT perfusion measurements enable differentiation and better discrimination, in comparison with morphologic criteria, between cancer and diverticulitis.